Circumferential Reduction*
Cellulite Treatment

VelaShape™

*Temporary reduction of thighs circumferences
VelaShape™

REMARKABLE RESULTS IN 4 TREATMENTS

- 1st platform FDA cleared for circumferential reduction*
- 1st Class II platform FDA cleared for cellulite reduction
- 4 treatment protocol for visible results
- Proprietary elōs™ technology for optimal results
- Treat abdomen, buttocks or thighs in less than 30 minutes
- Stimulate targeted adipocytes’ lipolytic response rapidly
- The real alternative for non-surgical liposuction

THE EXTRAORDINARY SCIENCE OF VELASHAPE

VelaShape features the revolutionary elōs combination of Bi-Polar radio frequency (RF), infrared light energies, plus negative pressure and mechanical tissue manipulation.

The synergistic combination of infrared and conducted RF energies increase the oxygen intracellular diffusion by heating the skin.

Vacuum and specially designed rollers manipulate and smooth out the skin to facilitate safe and efficient energy delivery.

The net result increases the metabolism of stored energy (lipolysis), increases lymphatic drainage and reduces or shrinks the size of the actual fat chamber.

The result: A reduction in the circumference of the treated area and a smoother appearance of the skin’s surface.

*Temporary reduction of thighs circumferences
SCIENTIFICALLY PROVEN RESULTS

The safety and effectiveness of the technology of the VelaShape system have been demonstrated in both multi-center clinical trials and in more than 1 million independent treatments performed on patients around the world.

The results of a recent study* show:

- An average reduction of nearly two centimeters in thigh circumference.
- Most patients reported no discomfort during or following treatment.

*Circumference reduction study conducted by Tess Mauricio, M.D. and Gerry Boeg, M.D.
THE CELLULITE & BODY RESHAPING BUSINESS

It is estimated that 80% of women over age 20 have cellulite. An industry analyst has projected that the number of body reshaping procedures will grow from 14 million treatments in 2005 to 33 million treatments in 2010.

VelaShape answers this growing patient demand for body treatments, including circumferential reduction and cellulite reduction.

VelaShape treats both the deeper tissue and the upper layers of the skin, offering a measurable reduction in fat layers and circumference, and results in cellulite reduction. It is an easy, non-surgical, non-downtime and comfortable treatment that feels like a gentle, warm massage.

Meet the incredible demand for effective body treatments with the safe, non-surgical solution of VelaShape.

VELASHAPE - FOR EFFECTIVE TREATMENT OF MANY BODY AREAS

- Infrared light heats the tissue up to 5 mm depth.
- RF heats tissue from 5 to 15 mm depth.